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In germanium, an interstitial hydrogen atom may bind at a substitutional atom of carbon, sil-

icon, beryllium, or zinc to form a shallow, monovalent acceptor complex. Photothermal ioniza-

tion spectroscopy under uniaxial stress reveals that the complexes A(H, C), A(H, Si), A(Be,H), and

A(Zn, H) have trigonal (C3, ) symmetry. Each has two (1s)-like acceptor levels which shift, but do

not split, under stress. In the fourfold basis for a I &(Td) level, simultaneous diagonalization of the

perturbations of applied stress, and of a trigonal lowering of symmetry, yields theoretical piezo-

spectroscopic behavior in quantitative agreement with all available experimental data. This pro-
cedure has been extended to predict the stress-induced shifts of (1s)-like shallow acceptor levels as-

sociated with tetragonal (D&d} and rhombic-I (C&, ) complexes in germanium, should these ever be

observed experimentally. The four trigonal complexes in germanium are to be contrasted with

A(Be,H) in silicon, in which the rapid tunneling of hydrogen leads to recovery of tetrahedral sym-

metry and a much more complicated energy-level structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

The hydrogen-carbon and hydrogen-silicon shallow
acceptor complexes' in germanium, designated A(H, C)
and A(H, Si), were studied previously by means of photo-
thermal ionization spectroscopy (PTIS) in conjunction
with uniaxial stress. They were modeled as dynamic
centers in which the rapid tunneling of hydrogen nuclei
gives rise to a recovery of tetrahedral symmetry and a
manifold of five (ls)-like acceptor levels with unconven-
tional behavior under uniaxial stress. We report new
uniaxial-stress PTIS measurements which demonstrate
that both A(H, C) and A(H, Si) have trigonal symmetry
and exhibit no evidence of tunneling hydrogen. The
beryllium-hydrogen and zinc-hydrogen shallow acceptor
complexes, A(Be,H) and A(Zn, H), are known to have
trigonal symmetry. We present a simple theoretical
model which quantitatively explains the stress-induced
shifts of the acceptor levels of A(H, C), A(H, Si),
A(Be,H), and A(Zn, H). The model is also extended to
predict the piezospectroscopic behavior of tetragonal
and rhombic-I shallow acceptor complexes.

We begin with a brief discussion of hydrogen-related
impurity complexes in semiconductors. Many studies
have demonstrated the passivation by atomic hydrogen
of deep-level defects in silicon, germanium, and other
semiconductors. It has also been shown that hydrogen
can neutralize the electrical activity of shallow acceptors
such as boron in silicon, and of shallow donors such
as phosphorus in silicon. There is no general agreement
on models which explain the passivation processes on a
microscopic scale.

A special group of hydrogen-related defects are those
which have associated shallow or semideep donor or ac-
ceptor levels. These electrically active centers can be
studied with high sensitivity and high energy resolution
using optical spectroscopy, allowing one to obtain de-
tailed information on the multiplicity and symmetry of

the impurity states. growth of high-purity germani-
um' " crystals from a silica (Si02) crucible under hy-

drogen is known to result in the incorporation of —10'
cm atoms of hydrogen, ' —10' cm atoms of sil-
icon, and (5—10))&10' cm atoms of oxygen, all elec-
trically inactive as isolated species. Rapid quenching of
such samples from -450'C creates' a shallow acceptor;
this acceptor converts quickly at room temperature into
a shallow donor which is stable to somewhat higher tem-
peratures. Substitution of deuterium results in isotope
shifts' of electronic transitions of the donor (51+3 peV)
and of the acceptor (21+3 peV), proving that each
center contains hydrogen. Correlation with precise mea-
surements of the oxygen and silicon concentrations al-
lowed the assignment of the donor to a hydrogen-oxygen
complex designated D(H, O), ' and of the acceptor to a
hydrogen-silicon complex A(H, Si).' PTIS measurements
showed that the spectrum of D(H, O) exhibits an unusual
behavior under uniaxial stress. This center has been
modeled in terms of a rapidly tunneling, substitutional
(OH) complex. '

A shallow acceptor complex is found always and only
in high-purity germanium crystals grown from a graph-
ite crucible under hydrogen, and has been designated'
A(H, C). It has been argued that both A(H, Si) and
A(H, C) are formed when an interstitial hydrogen atom
becomes trapped in the strain field near one of the sub-
stitutional isovalent impurities, which have covalent ra-
dii smaller than the host (i.e. , substitutional tin does not
bind a hydrogen atom). PTIS studies showed that asso-
ciated with each complex is a pair of (ls)-like acceptor
levels (see Table I), separated by a splitting of the order
of 1 meV, and with average energy near the (ls) ground
state, calculated in efT'ective-mass theory. ' Only the
(ls)-like ground-state level is occupied at zero tempera-
ture; the shallower (ls)-like level is populated according
to Boltzmann statistics at finite temperature. No split-
ting of the (ls)-like levels of A(H, Si) and A(H, C) could
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TABLE I. Acceptor complexes in germanium with two (1s)-like levels. This list includes only ac-
ceptors with hole binding energies less than 12.6 meV.

Acceptor
complex

Acceptor levels and

(1s)-like
ground state

binding energy' (meV)

(1s)-like
excited state

Energy
splitting

(meV)

Average
energy
(meV)

A(H, C)
A(H, Si)'
A(B,H)'
A(Zn, H)'
(A3/A5)'
(A~a&A»)'

A(H, C)~
A(H, Si)2
A(B,H),
A(Z, H)
A5

A))

12.28
11.66
11.29
12.53
11.32
12.03

A(H, C) I

A(H, Si),
A(B,H)

d

A Io

10.30
10.59
10.79

d
10.22
11.45

1.98
]..07
0.50

d
1.10
0.58

11.29
11.13
11.04

d
10.77
11.74

'All values are subject to an uncertainty of +0.01 meV.
Reference 1.

'Reference 3.
A second (1s)-like level has not been detected, but is expected to exist; see text.

'Reference 16.
'Reference 17.

be detected under applied uniaxial stress, and it was pro-
posed that the zero-point motion of the hydrogen atom
involves rapid tunneling among four (111) directions. '

As a consequence, each of these centers would have full
tetrahedral symmetry despite its inherently asymmetric
structure, and would have a manifold of five (ls)-like ac-
ceptor levels. The two deepest levels were assumed to be
Kramers doublets with I"6 and I 7(T&) symmetry, ' so
that they would not split under stress. The model pre-
dicted the existence of three I"s(Td) levels which would
split under stress, but these have never been observed ex-
perimentally.

Muro and Sievers recently showed that in silicon, a
single atom of hydrogen or deuterium transforms the di-
valent acceptor beryllium into the monovalent acceptor
complexes A(Be,H) and A(Be,D), respectively. The
light nuclei appear to tunnel rapidly, producing a multi-
plicity of (ls)-like acceptor levels consistent with the
model for acceptors with tunneling hydrogen, ' and split-
ting the p-like bound-excited-state levels. A more corn-
plicated set of hydrogen-related dynamic acceptor com-
plexes are A(Cu, Y,Z) in germanium, with Y,Z =H, D,T,
in which the nuclear motion exhibits an abrupt transi-
tion from tunneling to libration, induced by an increase
in hydrogen isotopic mass. '

In germanium grown under a hydrogen ambient and
intentionally doped with the divalent acceptors berylli-
um and zinc, PTIS revealed the shallow monovalent ac-
ceptor complexes A(Be,H) and A(Zn, H). Uniaxial
stress showed that each has trigonal symmetry; the
reduction from tetrahedral symmetry splits the I 8(Td )

(ls)-like level into A~ and A56(C3, ) levels. Both levels
have been observed for A(Be,H) (see Table I); for
A(Zn, H), the splitting is apparently too large to allow
population of the second level below a temperature at
which complete ionization occurs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II we describe the experimental procedures em-
ployed. Section III presents experimental results which
emphasize piezospectroscopic studies of A(H, C),

A(H, Si), A(Be,H), and A(Zn, H). In Sec. IV we develop
a theory of the piezospectroscopy of shallow acceptors
which have trigonal, tetragonal, and rhombic-I sym-
rnetries, and describe its application to hydrogen-related
trigonal centers. We conclude this paper with the dis-
cussion in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

For the data on A(Be,H) and A(Zn, H) which are in-
cluded here, details of sample preparation and measure-
ment have been described elsewhere. For the study of
A(H, Si) and A(H, C), high-purity germanium material
was selected as in previous work. ' Samples for un-
stressed measurements were 2)& 6.5 )& 6.5 mm in size.
For stressed measurements, 2 X 2 X 6. 5 mm samples
were oriented with their long dimension parallel to the
desired crystallographic axis, making reference to the
boule growth axis and known crystal habit (accurate to
approximately +2'). Samples were sawed, lapped with
1900 grit, etched for 2 min in a 3:1 HNO3. HF mixture
and rinsed in electronic-grade methanol. Electrical con-
tacts were formed by implantation of 25 keV 8+ ions to
a dose of 2/10' cm, and were electrically active as
implanted. Samples for unstressed measurements were
contacted on opposing 2&6.5 mm faces; those for stress
were contacted with two 2&2 mm squares, placed 2
mm apart in the center of one 2&(6.5 mm face. All
samples were annealed at 450 C for 15 min under an in-
ert atmosphere, and then quenched into liquid nitrogen.
Samples containing A(H, Si) were stored in liquid nitro-
gen prior to measurement.

The low concentrations (10' —10" cm ) of the ac-
ceptors under study dictate use of the sensitive PTIS
technique. With the impurity center in a (Is)-like state,
absorption of a photon at a discrete transition energy is
followed by thermal ionization from the bound excited
state, detected as an increase of the sample conductivity.
During measurement, samples were held at a controHed
temperature between 4.2 and 10 K, and were shielded
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with i =[111];for [100]and [110],we employed

ED —ED ——5 (2)

with i =[100],[110]. Here b, ,
' is the splitting of the

gallium 1I +8 level, given by the difference of the shifts of
the two stress-induced sublevels (see Table II); b, ; is the
corresponding splitting for the 2I 8 level. Stress values
thus calculated are subject to an overall scaling uncer-
tainty of +2%, +14%, and +7% for [111], [100], and
[110], due to uncertainties in the experimentally mea-
sured values of the deformation potential constants.
Additional errors are introduced because we use the de-

TABLE II. The linear shifts of the stress-induced sublevels
which evolve from a I 8(T&) level. The shifts are given in
terms of hole binding energy.

Stress direction Sublevel Energy shift

from all radiation above 100 cm ' (250 cm ' in some
cases) using Yoshinaga-type filters and black po-
lyethylene. All spectra were recorded using a custom-
built Fourier transform spectrometer with attainable
energy resolution of 0.025 cm '

( —3 IueV); spectra re-
ported here were recorded with resolution in the range
0.045 —0.077 cm ' (6—10 peV), and were fully resolved
in all cases. For uniaxial-stress measurements, samples
were placed with thin cardboard pads against the ends in
a spring-and-lever apparatus. By employing samples of
greater length-to-width ratio and spectroscopically prob-
ing only the central region in which the stress is uni-
form, we obtain better resolution of stress-split com-
ponents as compared to a previous study. ' Analysis of
spectra recorded with unpolarized radiation is sufficient
here.

In the absence of stress, we label transitions in the
usual notation. We label stress-split transitions using
the same notation, adding subscripts in order of increas-
ing energy. Because the apparatus could not yield accu-
rately calibrated small values of stress, the stress magni-
tude was measured through the following procedure.
We equated the observed splitting of the aluminum D
transition (11 8 ~2I s ) to what is expected for the galli-
um acceptor, using theoretical expressions incorporating
the experimentally measured impurity deformation po-
tentials and elastic compliance constants. (See Sec.
IV A for a detailed discussion of the theory and of the
values used. ) For [111]stress, we used the expression

formation potentials of the gallium 1I +8 level
(bG, ———1.33+0.03 eV, do, = —2.91+0.06 eV) to de-
scribe the splitting of aluminum, since no published
values could be found for the latter acceptor. For the
acceptor indium, b&„———1.4+0.2 eV and d&„———2.9
+0.4 eV, equal within experimental error to the corre-
sponding values for gallium. Aluminum has a binding
energy' ' of 11.15 meV, much closer to the 11.32 meV
value for gallium than is the 11.99 meV value for indi-
um. Since differences in binding energy reAect
differences in the (ls)-like envelope functions, we expect
that b~& and d~& are close to the respective values for
gallium; it seems likely that any differences are of the or-
der of less than 5%%uc.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. High-resolution studies of A(H, C) and A(H, Si)

Figure 1 shows the PTI spectrum of a sample contain-
ing boron, aluminum, and the deuterium-carbon accep-
tor complex, ' A(D, C). Compared to previous high-
resolution studies of shallow acceptors in germanium,
there is additional structure in the region labeled I, so
that we resolve as many as 19 transitions from a single
(ls)-like level. The narrowest lines in this spectrum [e.g. ,
the B transition of A(D, C)z] have full widths at half
maximum (FWHM) of 0.09 cm ' (l l peV). The D and
C transitions from the excited level A(D, C), are consid-
erably broader [FWHM of 0.25 cm ' (31 peV)] than the
corresponding transitions from the ground-state level
A(D, C)z [FWHM of 0.11 cm ' (14 peV)]. For transi-
tions from the level A(D, C)z, the spacing among the
strongest transitions (D, C,B) is identical to that in the
spectra of aluminum and gallium, within 5 peV. We
have also performed PTIS studies of A(H, C) (obtained in
the usual way'), and of A(T,C), found in samples taken
from crystals grown under vacuum out of graphite cruci-
bles, which were subsequently exposed to plasmas of
nearly pure tritium. We observed no isotope shifts of
transitions from the (ls)-like ground-state levels, to a
limit of 5 peV.

We have also recorded high-resolution PTI spectra of
the hydrogen-silicon acceptor complex, A(H, Si). Transi-
tions from the excited (ls)-like level A(H, Si), are notice-
ably broader [FWHM of 0.39 cm ' (48 peV)] than the
corresponding transitions from the ground-state level
A(H, Si)z [FWHM of 0.14 cm ' (17 peV)]. Among the
strongest transitions (D, C,B) from the level A(H, Si)2,
the spacing is identical to that found in the spectra of
boron and aluminum, within 5 peV.

A4(C3, )

&s,6«3. )

+ ( &3/6)ds44 T

—( &3/6)ds44 T B. Piezospectroscopic studies of A(H, C) and A(H, Si)

[100]

[110]

X7(D2q )

X6(D2d )

+~ (sll $12 )T
—b (s„—s,2)T

bs(C~„) + [ 4b (s„—s, z) + —,'6(ds44) ]' T

h, (C~, ) —[ 'b (s„—s, 2) + —,
' —(ds44) ]' T

Figure 2 shows the PTI spectra of the D and C transi-
tions of aluminum, and the D transition of A(D, C)2, un-
der uniaxial compression along [111], [100], and [110].
These spectra were recorded under a set of conditions
which precluded observation of transitions from the ex-
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FIG. 1. PTI spectrum of a sample containinginin A(D, C),
aluminum, and a trace of boron.

cited (Is)-like level, A(D, C)I. The oscillatory structure
apparent in Fig. 2(a) is the artifact of coherent multiple
internal rejections between opposing plane-parallel faces
of the sample. Splitting of the aluminum D line follows
th 11-known behavior of a I 8~1 8 transition (see Sec.ewe-n
IVA for a detailed discussion). In principle, both e
ground-state and final-state levels split into two levels,
allowing observation of four D lines with unpolarized ra-
diation. Under [111] stress, the splitting of the final

state of the D transition is unobservably small, so that
only two D lines are observed.

Examination of Fig. 2 shows that the behavior of the
aluminum C line is more complex than that of the D
line: the former splits into three lines under [111]stress,
six under [100] stress, and five under [110] stress. This
supports the theoretical prediction that the final state of
the C transition consists of nearly degenerate 31"8 and
1I 7 levels. ' Although this coincidence of levels is ap-
parently accidental, it must be exact within about 6 peV,
t explain the observation that the C line is not wider
th the D line (see Fig. 1). Detailed measurements o
o exp

fan e
30the gallium C line are in progress elsewhere, and have

yielded at least as many stress-induced components as
we report here.

It is apparent in Fig. 2(a) that under [111]stress, the
D line of A(D, C)z evolves into two lines D, and Dz; Dz
is evident as a shoulder to the right of D] in the spec-
trum recorded at 0.039 kbar. We note that D, has
about three times the intensity of Dz. In the [100] spec-
tra of Fig. 2(b), the D line of A(D, C)z splits into two
lines of approximately equal intensity. Underr 110
stress [Fig. 2(c)], the D line of A(D, C)z evolves into four
lines of approximately equal intensity.

The stress-induced shifts of the A(D, C)z D transitions
are shown in Fig. 3. For [111]stress, under which final-
state splitting is negligible, D, and Dz arise from (Is)-
like levels which shift differently. The linear shifts of the
respective levels are indicated, and form approximately a
1:3 ratio (see Table III). Under [100] stress, where split-
ting of the final-state level gives rise to the observed sep-
aration Eri Er, the le—vel A(D, C)z remains unaffected,

2 I

as illustrated in Fig. 3 by the linear shift of nearly zero
(see Table III). For [110] stress, under which splitting of
the final-state level causes the observed separations
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aluminum, and the D transition of A(D, C)2, under uniaxial compression alongFIG. 2 PTI ctra of the D and C transitions of aluminum, an e rspe
(a) I I I]; (b) [100]; (c) [110). These spectra were recorded at 7.
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ED E—D ED—— E—D, the level A(D, C)2 evolves into
4 3 2

two levels. Their linear shifts, as indicated in Fig. 3, are
approximately equal and opposite, and have magnitude
close to half that of the line D2 which evolves under
[111] stress (see Table III). All of the stress-induced
shifts of A(D, C)2 are quantitatively consistent with
different orientations of trigonal centers ' sn which the
h drostatic shift of (Is)-like levels approximately equals
that of p-like levels [a condition which is fulfilled as wel
by the complexes A(H, Si), A(Be,H), and A(Zn, H)].

The PTI spectra of the D transitions of A(H, Si), and
A(H, Si)2, as well as aluminum, are shown in Fig. 4.
These spectra are slightly alloy-broadened, because the
sample was intentionally doped with silicon. In a
manner very similar to A(D, C)z, the D line of A(H, Si)z
evolves into two peaks, D, [2] and Dz[2], whose relative
intensities form approximately a 3:1 ratio. In addition,
the D line of A(H, Si), splits into two lines, D, [1] and
D2[l], with shifts and relative intensities that are, re-
spectively, the approximate "mirror images" of Dz[2]
and D, [2]. The intensity ratio I(D, [1]):I(D2[1])is ex-
pected to be somewhat smaller than I(D2[2]):I(D,[2])
because of stress-induced changes in thermal population
(see Sec. IV B).

A(D, C)2

A(H, Si)2

A(H, Si),

A(Be,H) 1

A(Be,H)2

A(Zn, H)

[100]
[110]

+ 1.4 +0. 1

—0.36 +0.02
+ 0.002+0.004
+ 0.69 +0.02
—0.644+0.003
+ 1.31 +0.02
—0.24 +0.03
+ 0.272+0.006
—1.26 +0.04
+ 0.4S +0.06
—1.17 +0.03

a
—O.S2 +0.06
+ O.S94+0.009
—1.35 +O. OS

'Spectral interference precludes quantification of this s r t; see
text.

TABLE III. Experimental stress-induced linear shifts of the
(1s)-like levels of trigonal acceptor complexes. Values given

ionalare the shifts of hole binding energy per unst compressiona
stress, —6E/T. Errors quoted reflect the standard deviations
of the slopes obtained from least-squares analyses of the ob-
served shifts.

Acceptor level Stress direction Energy shifts (meV/kbar)
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FIG. 4. PTI spectra of the D transitions of A(H, Si) &,

A(H, Si)2, and aluminum, under [111]uniaxial compression. In
square brackets, the numbers 1 and 2 refer to A(H, Si), and
A(H, Si)2, reSpeCtively.

FIG. 3. Energy shifts of the D transition of A(D, C)2 under
uniaxial compression along [111],[100], and [110]. The points
D D D and D are the observed peak positions. The lines1~ 2~ 3~ an 4

indicate the shifts of the ground-state levels. For [100], the
final-state level splits into two levels, giving rise to the observed
splitting ED —ED . For [110], the splitting ED ED—

2 I

D4
=E —ED arises from the final-state level.
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form uniaxial stress T (defined to be negative for
compression) results in a strain, described by a sym-
metric second-rank tensor c, For cubic systems, e,. is
given by

c„=T [ s» n„+ s, 2(n «+ n, )],
c~ = T[s»n +s,2(n, +n, )],
c„=T[s»n, +s&2(n„+n~ )],
c,j =

2
Ts 44 n; n), l +J

Here, the s; are the elastic compliance coefficients of the
crystal. The force which generates the stress is oriented
with direction cosines (n„,n, n, ) relative to the crystal
cubic axes.

In germanium, the valence-band maximum (of angular
momentum J = —,') is fourfold degenerate, and the four
basis states generate the representation I +s(01, ). [We
neglect here the split-off band (J = —,'), separated by a
spin-orbit splitting much larger than the scale of any
effects considered here. ] Uniform strain induces a per-
turbation of the valence-band maximum described by the
Hamiltonian

the same b' and d' to describe its behavior, independent
of the identity of the acceptor. In contrast, the envelope
functions of s-like states vary from one species to anoth-
er, so that in principle, b' and d' will differ for the
ground state of each different acceptor. In general equa-
tions below, we use the symbols b and d, with the under-
standing that in numerical calculations, appropriate
values of b' and d' are employed.

The linear shifts of the sublevels which evolve under
stress from a I 8(T& ) level can be calculated from (3) and
(5), and are given in Table II for stresses along the three
major crystallographic directions. That table also indi-
cates how the I"8(T& ) level decomposes into the irreduc-
ible representations of the reduced-symmetry point
groups. In the experimental stress calibrations described
in (1) and (2), 6; ' was obtained for a given stress direc-
tion using the difference of the two shifts, substituting in
the expressions of Table II the values
bG, ———1.33+0.03 eV, dG, ———2.91+0.06 eV. Similar-
ly, 6, was obtained by making use of bD ——0.60+0. 10
eV, d D ——0.00+0.06 eV. We employed the values
s» ——9.585)& 10 kbar ', s,z

———2.609& 10 kbar
and s44 ——14.542 & 10 kbar

H ( c ) = —a cI b( c „J—„+c J +c„J,—,' cI)—. B. Reduced-symmetry centers

(4)

2(c2 +c2 +c2 )I 1/2 (5)

The uniaxial stress creates a hydrostatic shift —ac, , as
well as a splitting, discussed in detail below.

For a shallow impurity level of I 8(T& ) symmetry, the
linear behavior under stress is described by (4) and (5),
with the substitutions a ~a ', b ~b ', and d ~d'.
Within the effective-mass theory, a =a' for all s- and p-
like acceptor levels. Accordingly, we observe no linear
shift of the center of gravity of transitions from strain-
split I 8(T&) acceptor levels; we set to zero the hydro-
static shift in all that follows. In principle, the effective-
mass theory allows one to calculate ' b' and d' in
terms of b and d for free holes. The envelope function
of a given p-like acceptor state is virtually unchanged
from one shallow acceptor species to another; we expect

Here, z=c. „+c +c.„, the J, are the angular momen-
tum matrices for J =—', , I is the 4X4 unit matrix, and

I A;8~ ] = —,'( 3;8~ + AJB; ). The constants a, b, and d are
the deformation potentials, representing changes in ener-
gy per unit strain. [We find it convenient here to use
electron energy, equal to hole binding energy, rather
than the hole energy used by some authors. As a
result, some of our equations have different algebraic
signs, but all parameters (e.g. , a, b, d, T) are taken to
have the same signs as used by those authors. ] Diago-
nalization of (4) yields the energies

E (c)= —ac+ [ —,'b [(c„„—c ) +(c„—c„)
+(c —c„) ]

H,"„=H,",~+H(c) . (6)

The eigenvalues of H„, will in general be different for
the various orientations k, corresponding to ' the "lift-
ing of orientational degeneracy. "

We choose a hypothetical tetrahedral acceptor whose
(ls)-like level lies midway between the zero-stress posi-

It is generally difficult to perform a erst-principles cal-
culation of the electronic structure of a reduced-
symmetry defect complex with sufficient accuracy for de-
tailed comparison with spectroscopic data. As we show
here, there exist cases in which a shallow acceptor of re-
duced symmetry can be represented reasonably by a
tetrahedral center, plus a small perturbation localized in
the central cell region. That perturbation splits the
fourfold-degenerate (ls)-like ground-state level into two
Kramers doublet levels, and leaves the p-like levels
essentially unchanged.

In order to describe the piezospectroscopic behavior
of the (ls)-like levels of a reduced-symmetry shallow ac-
ceptor, we begin with a hypothetical tetrahedral accep-
tor which models as closely as possible the reduced-
symmetry center. In the fourfold basis for the I s(T&)
acceptor level, we describe the reduction of symmetry
by a Hamiltonian H„z, where the superscript k ranges
over the N different orientations of centers in the lattice.
Diagonalization of H „z alone would yield the zero-stress
splitting between the two (ls)-like levels, the same for all
N orientations. Returning to the hypothetical
tetrahedral acceptor, we assume its linear behavior un-
der stress is described by (4), with known values of b'
and O'. Then the piezospectroscopic behavior of the
reduced-symmetry center is obtained by diagonalization
of the total Hamiltonian:
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tions of the two (ls)-like levels of the reduced-symmetry
acceptor, so that H„d has zero trace. Then the elements
of H,",d depend on only one (trigonal and tetragonal
centers) or two (rhombic-I centers) parameter(s), and are
related to one another in a well-defined way by symme-
try considerations (and for rhombic-I centers by the
defect's degree of tetragonal character; see Sec. IVB2).
We model the symmetry reduction represented by H„d
using one (or two) uniaxial stress(es), uniform in magni-
tude throughout the entire crystal, which result in
equivalent symmetry reduction and splitting between the
two (ls)-like levels. In the case of a trigonal center, for
example, we employ a stress oriented along the C3 axis
of the complex. We do not imply that the actual trigo-
nal distortion takes the form of a uniform stress or even
necessarily a local stress; the equivalent "internal stress"
is merely a computational device to obtain the matrix
elements of H„d and to simplify subsequent diagonaliza-
tion of H„t.

From the equivalent internal stress, we obtain the cor-
responding "internal strain" tensor e,„, using (3). Then
(4) allows us to derive the internal strain perturbation
H(e;"„,), equivalent to H,",d. The strain produced by
externally applied stress is now denoted by c,„„' under
such stress, the total Hamiltonian becomes

H,"„=H(E;„,)+H (s,„,)

zero-stress position of the excited (ls)-like level closer to
the p-like levels. The present theory assumes that the
externally applied stress does not alter H„d, such as by
causing reorientation of the complexes.

E =+(&3/6)ds44S for I, II, III, IV .

Stress applied along /Ill j:
E =+(&3/6)ds«(S -+ T) for I,

(10)

E =+(&3/6)ds44(S —,'ST+ T )'~ —forII, III, IV .

(12)

1. Trigonal centers

We label the four orientations of trigonal (C3, ) accep-
tor complexes according to the direction of the threefo1d
rotation axis (see Table IV), and model the correspond-
ing trigonal distortion by an equivalent internal stress S
directed along that axis. The magnitude of 5 is chosen
to reproduce the observed zero-stress separation between
the two (ls)-like levels; factors which govern the choice
of the sign of S will become apparent. We now present
the (ls)-like energy levels of the four difFerent orienta-
tions of trigonal acceptor complexes. (Recall that T
denotes the magnitude of the externally applied stress. )

Xo externally app/ied stress:

Since (4) is linear in strain, we can write

k kH„, =H(e„,),
with

(8)

Stress applied along f100':

E =+[—,', (ds44) S2

+b (si, —s,2) T ]' for I, II, III, IV . (13)
k k

~tot ~int +~ext

and obtain the eigenvalues of (8) by substitution into (5).
The observed intensities of optical transitions at

reduced-symmetry centers under stress are dependent
upon several factors. The intensities of transitions from
a given initial-state energy depends upon the number of
defect orientations which have a (ls)-like level at that
energy, i.e., the degree of "orientational degeneracy"
remaining under stress. The relative intensities of the
transitions from the two (ls)-like levels of a given orien-
tation are modified as the occupation of the two levels
changes under stress; the relevant Boltzmann factor is
altered according to the stress-dependent energy separa-
tion of the two levels. We do not derive here the polar-
ization dependence of the intensities of optical transi-
tions. We note that according to symmetry-derived
electric-dipole selection rules, unpolarized radiation per-
mits observation of transitions from both (ls)-like levels,
to both of the sublevels which evolve under stress from a
I 8(Td ) p-like level, for all orientations of all classes of
reduced symmetry considered here.

We remark that at high stresses, the present theory
must be modified to include a quadratic shift of the (ls)
multiplet. In addition, it must include interaction be-
tween (ls)-like levels and nearby p-like levels. The latter
erat'ect does not occur appreciably below 3 kbar in
tetrahedral shallow acceptors, but could occur at ap-
plied stresses of lower magnitude when H„d pushes the

Stress applied along PI IOJ:

E =+[ —,', (ds44) S + —,', (ds44) ST+ ,'b (s, i
—si2) —T2

+ —,', (ds44 ) T ]
' for I, IV,

E =+[ —,', (ds44) S —
—,', (ds44) ST

+ —b sll sl2) T + (ds44) T ]

for II, III . (1S)

TABLE IV. The four orientations of trigonal complexes in
the diamond lattice.

Orientation
label

Threefold rotation
axis

I
II
III
IV

[111]
[111]
[111]
[1 11]

The general features of these equations are illustrated
in Fig. 7. Those curves have been calcu1ated using
b =bo, and d =do, (see Sec. IVA), and T~0 corre-
sponding to externally applied uniaxial compression.
[The values of S, + 0.205 kbar, and —0.810 kbar, have
been chosen to fit the properties of A(Be,H) and A(D, C),
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the two levels do not cross, and exhibit nonlinear shifts.
If we expand (11)—(15) and keep terms only to linear

order in T/S, we can show that these small-stress linear
shifts depend only on the deformation potential parame-
ter d, and are independent of the magnitude of S. Under
[111] stress, the shifts of orientation I are
+(&3/6)ds «T, identical in magnitude to the shifts of
the sublevels which evolve under [111] stress from a
I s(Td ) level (see Table II); for a given (1s)-like level, the
shifts of orientations II—IV are —

—,
' [+(&3 /6 )ds «T].

Under [100] stress, the small-stress linear shifts of all
orientations are zero. Finally, under [110] stress, the
small-stress linear shifts of orientations I and IV are
—,'[+(&3/6)ds«T], while those of orientations II and III
are ——,'[+(V3/6)ds«T]. All of these shifts are con-
sistent with the generally permissible small-stress linear
behavior of trigonal centers in which there is no hydro-
static shift of transition energies. '

Comparison of (11)—(15) with Table II shows that all
of the high-stress shifts have slopes equal to those of the
sublevels which evolve from a 1 8( Td ) level under
stresses along the respective directions. If we reverse the
labeling of the two zero-stress sublevels and rescale the
stress and energy axes, then Fig. 7(a) indicates the be-
havior under uniaxial tension of the acceptor described
in Fig. 7(b) (and vice versa).

2. Tetr agonal and rhombic-I centers

0.25
-T (kbarj

O.50
—T (kbarj

FIG. 7. The piezospectroscopic behavior of the two (1s)-like
levels of differently oriented trigonal shallow acceptor com-
plexes, based on the model discussed here. (a) Trigonal distor-
tion equivalent to a stress of + 0.205 kbar {tensional); (b) Tri-
gonal distortion equivalent to a stress of —0.810 kbar
(compressional). Roman numerals denote the four possible
orientations of the complexes. A4 and A56 denote the repre-
sentations of C3, according to which the states transform in
the absence of externally applied stress. The energy shifts are
shown for applied uniaxial compression; under tension, the be-
havior of (a) and (b) is reversed, as explained in the text.

respectively (see Sec. IVC).] To the left of each graph,
we indicate the representations of C3, according to
which the acceptor levels transform in the absence of
externally applied stress, obtained by comparison of (10)
with Table II. Comparing Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), we note
that changing the sign of S reverses the ordering of the
A4 and A5 6 levels. As a result, the two levels of orienta-
tion I move toward each other under [111]compression
in Fig. 7(a), and away from each other in Fig. 7(b); the
response to small [111]stress of the levels of orientations
II—IV is similarly reversed. For orientation I under
[111] stress, the point group remains C3, and the two
levels, of different symmetries, do not interact. In all
other cases, stress reduces the point groups to C»', be-
cause that group has only two singlet complex represen-
tations which are degenerate by time reversal symmetry

In this section we extend the theory to predict the
piezospectroscopic behavior of tetragonal and rhombic-I
shallow acceptor complexes in germanium, in case such
complexes should be observed in the future. A tetrago-
nal (D2d ) complex has an Sz axis directed along a ( 100)
direction, so that such complexes have three possible
orientations in the lat tice. The reduction from
tetrahedral to tetragonal symmetry may be represented
by an equivalent internal stress P, directed along the
S4(100) axis. It is possible to transform a tetragonal
center to a rhombic-I (C2, ) center by transforming the
S4 axis into a C2 axis; we do that here by application of
an internal stress Q along a (110) direction perpendicu-
lar to the (100) S4 axis. We label the six possible orien-
tations of rhombic-I complexes as indicated in Table V.
In the tetragonal limit (Q =0), orientations I, II, and III
are equivalent to IV, V, and VI, respectively.

In order to calculate the piezospectroscopic behavior
of a given orientation, we use (3) to obtain the internal
strain tensor c,;„, which results from a superposition of
the stresses P and Q. We combine the resulting e,"„, with

c„„the strain tensor corresponding to externally applied
stress, to obtain c„„and obtain the energy levels by sub-
stitution of E,", into (5). Tetragonal centers can be ob-
tained as a special case of our results. In presenting the
energy levels, we define the following energy parameter:

b, =[b~(s„—s, )2(P ——,'Q)2+ —,', (d )~Q~]'~2

(16)

Xo externally app/ied stress:
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II
III
IV
V
VI

[100]
[010]
[001]
[100]
[010]
[001]

[011]
[101]
[110]
[011]
[101]
[110]

TABLE V. The six orientations of rhombic-I complexes in
the diamond lattice.

(100) (110) axis (Q)
Orientation twofold rotation perpendicular to the twofold

label axis (P) rotation axis

of tetragonal centers which do not exhibit a hydrostatic
shift of transition energies. '

The response of rhombic-I shallo~ acceptor com-
plexes to uniaxial compression is illustrated in Fig. 8.
Those curves have been calculated using b =bG, and
d =do, (see Sec. IV A). The values of P and Q have
been chosen so that P =4Q, representing nearly tetrago-
nal centers; P and Q are positive in Fig. 8(a) and nega-
tive in Fig. 8(b). In the absence of externally applied
stress, the two levels have 65(C2, ) symmetry. We note
that in Fig. 8(a), an avoided crossing is predicted under

6=+6 for I, II, III, IV, V, VI.
(a) P =+0.381 kbar

Q =+Q.Q95 kbar
(b) P =-0.381 kbar

Q=-Q.Q95 kbar

Stress applied along [111j:
E =+[6, + —,', (ds~4) (QT+T )]' for I, II, III,
E =+[6, + —,', (ds ) ( —QT+T )]'i

(18)
+1.0

a5(Xe )-

0-

+1.0

&5(X7)-

0-

for IV, V, VI . (19)

Stress applied along j100j:

E =+[5. +b (s„—s,2) (2PT QT+T —)]'

&5(X7 )- =
—1.0—

&5(Xe)-
-1.0—

for II, III, V, VI .

Stress applied along j110j:

E =+[6 +b (s„—s,~)'( ,'PT —,'QT+—,'T )——
+ —,', (ds~4) T ]' for I, II, IV, V,

E =+[ b +b (s„—si2) ( PT+ —,'QT+——„'T )

+ —,', (ds~4) (2QT+T )]'~ for III,
E =+[ 6 + b ( s „—s, 2 ) ( PT + —,

'
Q T + ,—' T )—

+ —,', (ds44)~( —2QT+T )]' for VI .

(22)

(23)

(24)

for I, IV, (20)

E =+[6, +b (s„—s, ~) ( PT+ —,'QT+—T )]'
+1.0

—1.0

+1.0

&5(Xe)-

0-

&5(X7)-
—1.0

C3

&5(xe)

LU 0
C3

&5(X7 )-

CQ

O

0.5
—T (kbar)

1.0

+1.0

&5(X 7 )-

0—

&5(Xe)-
—1.0

&5(X 7 )-

0-

&5(X e )-

0.5
-T (kbar)

1.0

We discuss first the tetragonal (Q =0) limit. In that
case, the two levels have &6 and &7(D,„)symmetry, and
changing the sign of P reverses their ordering. The
small-stress linear shifts (those to linear order in T/P)
depend only on the deformation potential b, and are in-
dependent of the magnitude of P. Under [111] stress,
the shifts are zero for all orientations. Under [100]
stress, orientation I has a shift of +b (s» —s,2)T, equal
in magnitude to the shift of the sublevels which evolve
from a I s(Td ) under [100] stress (see Table II); orienta-
tions II and III have shifts of —

—,'[+b (s» —s,z)T]. Un-
der [110] stress, orientations I and II have shifts of
—,'[+b(sii —s,z)T], while orientation III has a shift of
—

z [+b (s i i
—

s i2 )T]. All of these small-stress linear
shifts are consistent with the generally allowed behavior

FIG. 8. The piezospectroscopic behavior of the two (1s)-like
levels of differently oriented rhombic-I shallow acceptor com-
plexes, based on the model discussed here. In order to model
the behavior of nearly tetragonal rhombic-I complexes, the
(100) equivalent stress P is taken to be four times as large as
the ( 110) equivalent stress Q. (a} Tensional equivalent
stresses; (b) Compressional equivalent stresses. Roman
numerals denote the six possible orientations of the complexes.
6& denotes the representation of C2, according to which the
states transform in the absence of externally applied stress. In
parentheses, X6 and X, denote the representations of D» ac-
cording to which they would transform in the absence of ap-
plied stress, and when Q =0. The energy shifts are shown for
applied uniaxial compression; under tension, the behavior of (a)
and (b) is reversed, as explained in the text.
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[100] stress. In the tetragonal limit orientation I
(equivalent to orientation IV) would retain Dzz symme-
try under [100] stress and the two levels, of different
symmetries, would cross. But with the rhombic distor-
tion, both levels have b, 5(Cz, ) symmetry under [100]
stress, and are forbidden to cross.

It can easily be shown that in the general rhombic-I
case, this theory predicts shifts to linear order in T/P
and T/Q which do depend on the magnitudes of P and

Q, and which are consistent with the generally permissi-
ble behavior of rhombic-I centers which have no hydro-
static shift of transition energies. ' For both tetragonal
and rhombic-I centers, the slopes of the high-stress shifts
are equal to those of the levels which evolve from a
I 8(T&) level under stresses along the respective direc-
tions. We note that with reversed labeling of the X6 and
X7 levels, Fig. 8(a) describes the behavior under tension
of the acceptor whose behavior under compression is de-
scribed by Fig. 8(b) (and vice versa).

C. Application to hydrogen-related trigonal centers

We apply here the theory developed in Sec. IV B 1 to
the experimental data presented in Secs. III B and III C.
Examination of Table I shows that for A(D, C), A(H, Si),
and A(Be,H), the average binding energy of the two
(ls)-like levels lies fairly close to 11.32 meV, the value
for gallium. ' ' The average energy of the two (ls)-like
levels of A(Zn, H) is not known. We attempt to describe
all four trigonal hydrogen-related centers using the
values b =bG, and d =dG, (see Sec. IV A) in evalua-
tion of the expressions (10)—(15).

Comparison of the theory to the experimentally ob-
served [111] stress shifts indicates that we have to
choose a negative value of S to describe A(D, C) and
A(H, Si), and a positive value of S for A(Be,H) and
A(Zn, H). For the first three of these complexes, we
choose the magnitude of S to reproduce the zero-stress
spacing of the two (ls)-like levels (see Table I). In the
case of A(Zn, H), choice of an arbitrary positive S results
in unambiguous prediction of the small-stress linear
shifts. The large zero-stress separation between the two
(ls)-like levels implies a large value of S; we therefore
expect the stress-induced shifts to be essentially linear
over the range of stress values that have been employed
in experimental study of A (Zn, H) (up to 0.11 kbar).
Complete predictions of the piezospectroscopic behavior
of A(Be,H) and A(D, C) are illustrated in Figs. 7(a) and
7(b), respectively; the qualitative features have already
been discussed in Sec. IV B 1.

In Table VI we present a summary of the values of S
employed to describe the trigonal hydrogen-related com-
plexes, and give the representations of C3, according to
which the acceptor levels transform in the absence of ap-
plied stress. In all cases where experimental data is
available for comparison, we present the theoretical
small-stress linear shifts of the acceptor levels, obtained
by evaluation of (11)—(15) to linear order in T/S. We
also list the deviations of experimental data from the
theory. For A(H, Si) and A(Be,H), the zero-stress sepa-
ration of the two (ls)-like levels is small enough that at

the stresses used in our experiments, we expect the levels
of orientations II—IV to exhibit shifts which are non-
linear in stress. We have evaluated the nonlinear
theoretical expression (12) at the stress values used to
record spectra under [111]stress, and have performed a
linear least-squares fit to the energies thus calculated.
The resulting shifts have been included in Table VI in
parentheses; they are generally in better agreement with
experiment than direct evaluation of a linearized form of
(12).

V. DISCUSSION

For a static impurity complex in the diamond lattice
which has two constituents, one of which is substitution-
al and the other of which is interstitial, the highest sym-
metry possible is trigonal. Our piezospectroscopic stud-
ies of the four hydrogen-related acceptor complexes re-
veal energy shifts and relative intensities which are the
clear signatures of trigonal structures. It can be seen in
Table VI that the theory developed in Sec. IV B 1 is gen-
erally in good quantitative agreement with the experi-
mentally determined shifts of (ls)-like levels. The exper-
imental uncertainties discussed in Sec. II, including er-
rors in sample alignment and calibration of stress values,
could easily be large enough to explain most of the
discrepancies evident in Table VI. An additional possi-
ble source of disagreement lies in our use of b &, and d &,
to describe the piezospectroscopic behavior of all four
complexes. We feel that this choice is more appealing
than the introduction of additional adjustable parame-
ters. The poorest agreement between experiment and
theory exists for orientations II—IV of A(Zn, H) under
[111]stress. Since that center has the largest zero-stress
separation between (ls)-like levels, it is the most strongly
perturbed from tetrahedral symmetry. Our treatment
might be least valid in this case.

The present theory makes definite predictions of the
nonlinear stress-dependent shifts of trigonal centers.
Those predictions have been tested only partially here, in
that they provide an improved explanation of the ap-
parently linear shifts for A(H, Si) and A(Be,H). Because
it has a small zero-stress separation of (is)-like levels,
the acceptor A(Be,H) might allow study of nonlinear be-
havior at stresses below which the (ls)-like levels in-
teract strongly with p-like levels. An accurate theoreti-
cal description of these four trigonal complexes at
stresses above approximately 2 kbar might be achieved
by extension of the recent work of Broeckx and Vennik
to include a zero-stress trigonal perturbation for (ls)-like
states.

Besides the four trigonal hydrogen-related complexes,
at least two other shallow acceptor species in germanium
are known to possess two (ls)-like levels (see Table I).
The present work suggests that each of these centers
probably has a class of symmetry lower than tetrahedral.
It might be interesting to see if either acceptor center
has tetragonal or rhombic-I symmetry, and can thus
serve to test the theory presented in Sec. IV B 2.

In terms of its overall effect on the electrical activity
of impurity complexes in which it is included, hydrogen
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TABLE VI. The linear shifts of the (1s)-like levels of trigonal acceptor complexes: comparison of theory to experiment. Values
given are the shifts of hole binding energy per unit compressional stress, —6E/T.

Equivalent
stress

5 (kbar)

—0.810

—0.438

Acceptor
level

A(D, C)2

A(D, C),

A(H, Si)~

A(H, Si),

A(C3, )'

&s, 6

As, 6

Stress
direction

[100]
[110]

Orientation
label (s)

I
II—IV
I—IV
I,IV
II,III
d

I
II—IV
II—IV
I

Theoretical
energy shift
(me V/kbar)

+ 1.222
—0.407

0
+ 0.611
—0.611
d

+ 1.222
—0.407( —0.240')
+ 0.407(+0.240')
—1.222

Deviation of
experiment from

theory (%)

+15
—12
c
+13
+5

d

+ 7
—41(0')
—33(+ 13')
+3

+ 0.205
A(Be,H)]

A(Be,H),

&s, 6 II—IV
I
I
II-IV

+ O.4O7(+O. 517 )

—1.222
+ 1.222
—0.407( —0.517')

+ 11(—13')
4

f
+ 28(+1')

A(Zn, H) &s, 6 II—IV
I

+ 0.407
—1.222

+ 46
+ 10

'The representations indicated are those of the acceptor states in the absence of applied stress.
Deviation is expressed in terms of a percentage of the theoretical value.

'Although the deviation is not mathematically defined, agreement is excellent.
No experimental data exist for comparison.

'These values are the result of a linear least-squares fit to the nonlinear theoretical expression (12), evaluated at the stress values ex-
perimentally used.
'Spectral interference precludes quantification of this shift; see text.
This value cannot be determined because the second (1s)-like level has not yet been detected.

can have one of two qualitatively opposite effects. First,
a (H+) complex may have electrical behavior equivalent
to a substitutional atom which lies in the Periodic Table
one column to the left of the atom X. Examples of this
case are A(H, C) and A(H, Si) in germanium, ' D(H, O) in
germanium, ' D(H, S) in silicon, ' and electrically inac-
tive (H, P) complexes in silicon. In terms of the extreme
ionic limit, we might say that "H behaves as H, " ac-
cepting a second electron into its (ls) orbital. The re-
sulting Coulomb repulsion would be energetically un-
favorable, providing a qualitative explanation for the
generally low thermal stability of this class of complexes.

In the second case, a (X,H) complex may behave elec-
trically like a substitutional atom which lies in the
Periodic Table one column to the right of the atom X.
Ionically speaking, we might say that "H behaves as
H+, " donating an electron to the deficient bonding envi-
ronment of the atom X. The resulting proton would be
Coulombically attracted to the negatively charged X
ion, explaining qualitatively the generally greater stabili-
ty of these complexes. Examples include A(Be,H) and
A(Zn, H) in germanium, A(Be,H) and A(Be,D) in sil-
icon, A(Cu, Y, Z) in germanium, ' with Y,Z =H, D,T,
and passivated (B,H) complexes in silicon.

In fitting the observed piezospectroscopic behavior of

the four trigonal hydrogen-related acceptor complexes in
germanium (see Sec. IV C), it was necessary to use a neg-
ative value of 5 for A(D, C) and A(H, Si), and a positive
value of S for A(Be,H) and A(Zn, H). It is likely that
this reversal of the trigonal distortion is related to the
different role which hydrogen plays in determining the
electrical activity of the first two centers, as compared to
the second two. The acceptors A(D, C) and A(H, Si)
might thereby be equivalent to tetrahedral acceptors per-
turbed by electric dipoles pointing along antibonding
directions, while A(Be,H) and A(Zn, H) would be per-
turbed by dipoles pointing along bonding directions.

The isotope shift of transition energies' which has
been observed upon deuteration of A(H, Si) was previous-
ly explained in terms of the tunneling of the light nu-
clei. ' In view of the evidence presented here, the isotope
shift must instead be interpreted in terms of a vibration-
al mode of those nuclei, coupled to the bound hole. A
theory along such lines has already been proposed, and
yields an isotope shift of the correct order of magnitude.

We should contrast the four trigonal hydrogen-related
acceptor complexes in germanium with A(Be,H) and
A(Be,D) in silicon, 20 which have been explained in terms
of the rapid tunneling of the light nuclei with millielec-
tronvolt energies. We recall that the tunneling rate t
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essentially scales as

t —exp( —am ),1/2 (25)

theoretical techniques have sufficient accuracy to calcu-
late tunneling rates from first principles.

where m is the mass of the tunneling particle, and a de-
pends on its kinetic energy and on the potential in which
it moves. The tunneling rate can be drastically affected
by the changes in a which accompany the change from
one host crystal to another. It has been demonstrated
that the dynamic properties of semiconductor defects
can also be altered dramatically by small changes in hy-
drogen isotopic mass. ' It seems unlikely that current
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